We examine some bene ts of using the medial axis as a centerline for rivers and lakes: One bene t, automatic centerline generation, has been used for many years. We show that additional bene ts can be derived from the geometric relationships between the medial axis and the river banks or lake shores. These include area estimates, association of centerline analysis to banks, and de nition of \opposite" for river banks. We also report on our experience at approximating the medial axis with a Voronoi diagram of point sites.
Introduction
Maps are rich in geometric structure. Adjacencies between features, containment in regions, intersections of lines or regions, and relative orientations or proximities of features all contribute to the value of maps and map operations. For digital maps, much of this structure is lost to computers; unlike people, computers cannot use visual cues to detect geometric structure. Instead, we develop algorithms for topology building, polygon containment, and polygon intersection to capture this structure for map analysis by computers.
Structure, locality and proximity in particular, appears in various forms. Regular grids 31] and quad trees 21, 29] localize points into a small region of space. The medial axis describes the shape of polygons in a variety of elds such as map labeling 2], shape matching 22, 24] , solid modeling 35], mesh generation 18], and pocket machining 19] . Voronoi diagrams 4, 15] capture both the locality of objects as well as their proximity to one another for applications such as identifying polygon closures and line intersections while digitizing from maps 14] . In this paper, we focus on the medial axis.
For many years, cartographers have manuallyencoded the proximity of feature boundaries with centerlines and have used centerlines to generalize features. Digital cartography inherits centerlines and uses them to generalize river and road systems 23] , to simplify the analysis of these systems, and to extract linear features from raster models 26] .
In this work, we use the medial axis of polygons to automatically generate river centerlines and to derive river attributes. More detail on the motivating application is given in Section 1.1. After reviewing some geometric de nitions and properties of the medial axis in Section 2.1, we show in Section 2.3 that this structure gives a natural identi cation from banks to centerlines that allows us to identify points on opposite banks of a river. tie analysis on centerline networks to original river bank data. calculate surface areas for rivers. extend network orderings, such as the Horton 20] or Strahler 32] orders on river networks, to include lakes and wide rivers for cartographic generalization. Although the medial axis is a well-de ned structure, calculating the structure exactly in the presence of degeneracies can be di cult. To realize its bene ts more easily, we experiment with approximating the medial axis by a Voronoi diagram of points, as described in Section 3. We compute the approximation with a robust implementation of the Voronoi diagram. Section 4 closes with a brief evaluation in the context of our motivating application.
River System Analysis for Fisheries Models 2 Medial Axis, Voronoi Diagram, and Delaunay Triangulation
In this section we review the de nitions of geometric structures such as the medial axis, Voronoi diagram, and Delaunay triangulation, their representations in the computer, and the bene ts they provide for river analysis.
De nitions
A polygonal line or polyline is de ned by a sequence of points P = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g, called vertices, and the line segments, called edges, that join consecutive vertices. We assume that the only intersections between these segments are that consecutive edges share their common endpoint. A polygon is a circular sequence, which can also be considered as a polyline with a new last vertex that is identical to the rst.
The medial axis of a polygon P is the set of centers of circles that are contained Figure 1 : Medial axis of a polygon (dotted).
inside P and touch two or more di erent polygon edges 6, 27] . For this purpose, polygon vertices, where two edges meet, count as a single edge. For any such circle, its center is equidistant to the two edges that it touches and is therefore on the bisector of the two edges, as illustrated in Figure 1 . It is natural to associate a point p on the medial axis with the two edges that generate p.
Although we focus on the medial axis of polygons, it is sometimes helpful to consider them as a special form of a closely-related data structure, the Voronoi diagram. The Voronoi diagram 4, 25] for a set of point sites fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x m g in the plane is the decomposition of the plane into maximally-connected regions that have the same set of closest sites. (The Voronoi diagram can be de ned in the same way for sites that are line segments, as long as no two sites intersect.) There are three types of regions. Each site x i has a Voronoi cell, which consists of those points with x i as the unique closest site. Voronoi edges, with two closest sites, are segments of the perpendicular bisector between the sites. Voronoi edges meet at Voronoi vertices, which are points that are equidistant to three or more closest sites. Figure 2 shows an example with dashed edges. Figure 2 shows another diagram that is de ned on the same set of points. The medial axis of a polygon is a subset of the Voronoi diagram whose sites are the open edges and vertices of the polygon. The edges of both the Voronoi diagram and the medial axis are bisectors between nearest sites. More speci cally, the portion of the Voronoi diagram that lies inside a polygon P contains the medial axis of P ; the Voronoi diagram includes Voronoi edges to the re ex (non-convex) vertices of P that the medial axis omits. So the medial axis can be derived from the Voronoi diagram.
Representation
All of the above-de ned geometric structures|Voronoi diagrams, Delaunay triangulations, medial axes, and even river networks (whether or not they are restricted to single-line rivers)|are examples of embedded planar graphs. The important topological relationships in such graphs include the order of edges around a vertex or around a face, and incidences between vertices, edges, and faces.
Connected components of embedded planar graphs can be represented in the computer by data structures, such as the winged-edge 5], that store these topological relationships. In our opinion, the most elegant of the topological data structures is the quad-edge of Guibas and Stol 17], which simultaneously represents both primal and dual (e.g., both the Voronoi and Delaunay) in a symmetric manner.
We use the quad-edge data structure to store the topology of the original network, including lakes and double-line rivers. By computing the medial axes of these polygonal features, as detailed in Section 3.1, we construct a single-line network by replacing lakes and double-line rivers by their centerlines. Since the quad-edge separates the topological information from the geometric, the latter can be shared between the two networks.
We also store pointers between the associated edges in each structure: from the banks of a lake in the original network to the associated centerline, and from centerlines to the two associated edges of the lake shore or river bank that generates it.
Our storage duplicates many of the topological pointers. An alternative would be to treat the river network plus the medial axes of lakes and double-line rivers as a single embedded planar graph and to provide an interface that supports the operations of association and navigation as if there were separate structures for the original network and the single-line network obtained by replacing lakes and double-line rivers by their centerlines. A separate single-line network is easier to use, however, and since the topological information is typically a small fraction of the size of the geometric information, some duplication of topology is not too great a price to pay.
Bene ts from the structure of the medial axis
The main bene t of the medial axis is, of course, an automatically generated centerline. More novel bene ts can be derived from the association between a medial axis edge and its nearest river bank. This section outlines four: the link between derived data and original data, a de nition of opposite banks, estimates for river width and surface area, and network orders for river banks and lake shores. First, this association ties calculations on the centerline to the original data. The medial axis replaces the river banks in a network to give a single-line river network that is used for further analysis, such as identifying drainage basins, locating sh spawning habitat, and tracking the run-o of forest cut blocks. River banks inherit attributes and results of the analysis from their associated medial axis edges. Thus, the single-line network allows for simpler network analysis without sacri cing ties to the river banks. Figure 3 shows a sh migration path in bold computed from the centerline of the river system. The path is tied back to the nearby river banks and lake shores; habitat analysis can then be performed based on the bank characteristics.
Second, the association de nes opposite banks. Since a medial axis edge is the bisector of its closest river banks, these two banks can naturally be considered opposite one another along the river. The attributes of opposite banks, such as slope, elevation, soil type, and vegetation type, can be combined into attributes for the centerline or can be compared with one another to detect inconsistencies in the data or anomalies in the environment. Some additional re nement to this simple de nition may be necessary, since the medial axis is sensitive to bulges in the boundary of rivers. Within a bulge, the medial axis may identify opposite sides of the bulge as opposite banks, as illustrated in Figure 4 , rather than identifying the sides of the bulge to an edges across the bulk of the river. This is correct behavior if there is a tributary that ows into the bulge, but may need to be corrected for some applications when there is none. We discuss this further in Section 3.3.
Third, once the association identi es points on opposite banks of a river, we can use these points to de ne river width or to de ne the section of a polygonal river that corresponds to a segment of the single-line network. The width of a river at a point p is the length of the shortest line segment through p that touches opposite river banks; the medial axis identi es these opposite points on river banks. Instead of using one nominal river width for the whole river, we can sample the river's width anywhere.
This allows two approaches to estimate surface area. We can re ne the approach of single-line rivers: partition the length of the river into short sections, sample a nominal width for each section as in Figure 5 , and sum the area estimates of length times nominal width. Or we can use the de nition of opposite banks to close o a section of a double-line river, and compute the area of the resulting polygon. This second approach has a nice implementation in terms of the Delaunay triangulation of the river; see Section 3.3. Fourth, the association extends network orderings to wide rivers and lakes for cartographic generalization. The medial axis or centerlines of rivers have for many years been used as a replacement for double rivers for display at larger map scales 23].
Network orders on single-line networks, such as the Horton 20] , Strahler 32] , and Shreve 30] orders, have been used to select the primary branches of a river network for generalization and display at large map scales. Figure 6 shows a sample network with its Strahler order and the result of selecting edges of high order from the network. These same orderings can apply to networks that contain lakes or river banks by treating the lakes and wide rivers as their medial axis; this is not surprising. The river bank edges receive an order number from the associated medial edges. Then selecting edges with higher order also extracts the relevant rivers along the path.
There are two ways to propagate network orders to lake shores and river banks. The rst way assigns the network order of the nearest medial edge to a river bank edge. The nearest edge assignment is appropriate for ordering river banks since the order of the river may increase as we near the river's mouth. For lakes, one may prefer to assign the network order of the highest medial edge in the lake to all the shore edges. This assignment treats the lake as a single unit and preserves the visual cues of lake extent and shape.
Algorithms to Obtain the Bene ts from the Medial Axis
The medial axis is a well-studied structure in image analysis and in computational geometry.
Image analysis algorithms typically discretize the problem with a rectangular grid of pixels and compute which pixels are (approximately) in the medial axis 11]. This is not a good t with the input vector data that we have to describe rivers: thin, meandering polygons de ned by sequences of unevenly scattered vertices. Neither is it a t with the output we desire to exploit: topological connections within the medial axis and back to the original data.
Computational geometry has developed theoretically-optimal algorithms 1, 9] to compute the structure for simple polygons. The medial axis is also a subset of the Voronoi diagram of the polygon's edges and, as such, algorithms that compute Voronoi diagrams 7, 13, 16, 25, 27, 36] or constrained Delaunay triangulations 8, 10, 28] can nd the medial axis.
Unfortunately, few implementations of algorithms for the medial axis or the Voronoi diagram for polygons are robust. Although implementations of Voronoi diagram algorithms for line segments exist 3], most do not handle the degeneracies of lines that share common endpoints, which arise where edges of the polygon meet. Consequently, we adapt a robust sweep algorithm for the Voronoi diagram of point sites. The Voronoi diagram of a discretized polygon boundary produces a matching Delaunay triangulation for the interior of the polygon and this triangulation guides our approximation to the medial axis.
Medial Axis Approximation
As the cover of Okabe, Boots, and Sugihara 25] demonstrates, when segments are discretized as a set of points, the Voronoi diagram can be approximated by the Voronoi of points. Thus, given the polygonal contour of a river or lake, we discretize the boundary of the river, compute the Voronoi diagram of these points, and approximate the medial axis from the result.
Discretization always involves trade-o s. Theoretically, as more points discretize the boundary of the polygon, the Voronoi diagram inside the polygon converges to a superset of the polygon's medial axis. Computationally, adding more points to the boundary adds degeneracies and increases the computation time. We must strike a balance between computation time and delity of the approximation. Our solution adaptively discretizes the river boundary until the Delaunay triangulation of the discrete boundary does not cross the river boundary, which guarantees that the matching Voronoi diagram, when clipped by the river boundary, is a single tree. We start with the points in the river bank's polygonal lines ( gure 7(a)). After computing the Voronoi diagram of these points, we compare each Delaunay triangle of the Voronoi diagram with the boundary of the river: if some river boundary cuts through a Delaunay triangle then we split the boundary edge at its midpoint and add the midpoint to the discrete boundary. We recompute the Voronoi diagram or incrementally update the current diagram 33] and compare the new Delaunay triangles with the river boundary again. We divide river boundary edges until no Delaunay triangle crosses the river boundary; upon completion, the Delaunay triangulation decomposes the river's interior into triangles( gure 7(c)) and the corresponding Voronoi edges inside the river form a single component.
Note that discretization by adding points on the edges of a polygon is di erent from image processing's discretization of the whole space. The former is more adaptive and, by discretizing only the input, does not lose the topology of the output.
We have three approximationsto the medial axis centerline based on the Voronoi diagram of the discrete boundary. All three approximations rely on marked Delaunay triangles to identify banks between tributaries: mark each Delaunay triangle that has a tributary at one of its vertices and mark Delaunay triangles inside a river that form a path between the tributaries' triangles. By marking the triangles, we extract only the subset of the medial axis that joins tributaries.
The rst approximation uses the subset of the Voronoi diagram induced by the Voronoi vertices that correspond to marked Delaunay triangles. Two marked and adjacent Delaunay triangles correspond to two Voronoi vertices that are joined by a Voronoi edge; the Voronoi edge remains inside the river. Therefore, we call this approximation the Voronoi approximation of the medial axis. Unfortunately, if the discretized points along a boundary edge are far from one another then this approximation has a zig-zag pattern rather than the expected smooth centerline.
The second approximation, which we call the centroid line approximation, joins the centroids of adjacent and marked Delaunay triangles into paths. Given a triangle with vertices a, b, and c, the centroid a+b+c 3 always lies inside the triangle. Although the centroid is a natural choice as a representative point for a triangle, the paths between centroids is not smooth. When the bases of the marked triangles alternate between river banks and the triangles have one side much smaller than the other two sides then the centroid line approximation zig-zags again.
The third approximation, called the midpoint line approximation, is similar to the centroid line. Instead of joining the centroids of adjacent and marked Delaunay triangles, this approximation joins the points with coordinates a+b+2c 4 where a, b, and c are the vertices of the triangle and edge ab is the shortest edge of the triangle. Geometrically, if d is the midpoint of line segment ab then the point a+b+2c 4 is the midpoint of the line segment from c to d; this point is also guaranteed to line inside triangle abc. With a ne boundary discretization, the shortest edge of the Delaunay triangles are usually along the river banks so line segment cd crosses between river banks.
While all three approximations generate a centerline that lies between the river banks, they di er in two respects: convergence to the medial axis and estimation of river area. As the boundary discretization becomes ner, the Voronoi approximation converges to the medial axis, the centroid line becomes increasingly jagged, and the midpoint line converges to the medial axis except at river junctions and bulges in the river banks where the Delaunay triangle that spans the river junction is not re ned with the ner boundary discretization. Section 3.3 describes how the river area is derived from each approximation; in short, the Voronoi approximation samples the river width to estimate the area whereas the other two approximations use the Delaunay triangulation from which they are de ned to compute the river area in a simpler and more direct manner. We use the midpoint line in our work as a good compromise between convergence and ease of area estimation.
Edge Orientation
The medial axis itself solves the river connectivity problem, but does not provide upstream and downstream relationships among rivers; we have ignored the direction of water ow along the medial axis edges so far. A correct direction of ow is important to answer queries such as \What is the river area upstream from a particular point?" or \If a particular tributary is polluted, what (downstream) sh spawning habitats may be a ected?" For rivers, the direction of ow for the medial axis edges matches either the ow direction of a tributary at one end of the edge or the ow direction on the river banks that de ne the medial edge. This does not apply to medial axis edges inside lakes since the lake shore edges do not encode any ow information. For lakes, a few simple topological rules su ce in our experiments. The rules, in order of precedence, are 1. if an edge is adjacent to a tributary then the ow of the edge matches the ow of the tributary. 2. if the medial axis edges inside a lake meet at a point then there must always be at least one edge that enters and at least one edge that leaves the point. If the medial axis is treated as a tree, then rule 1 orients every leaf edge and rule 2 propagates the edge orientations from the leaf edges to the rest of the tree edges.
Unfortunately, these two rules are not guaranteed to orient the medial axis. Let T S be the subtree of the medial axis induced by the nodes in set S along with all the edges in paths between any two nodes of S. Let I be the set of leaf nodes in the medial axis whose tributaries ow into the lake and let O be the set of leaf nodes whose tributaries ow out of the lake. Then the propagation of rule 2 fails to orient the edges of the medial axis precisely when T I and T O share one or more edges. When the propagation of rule 2 fails, we are left with a set of trees F of unordered medial axis edges where every leaf node in F has one incoming edge and one outgoing edges already oriented in the medial axis. The user can then assign directions to some (or all) of the leaf edges in F and allow rule 2 to continue propagating. Alternatively, the computer can assign an arbitrary direction to one leaf edge in each tree of F and propagate rule 2, since any assignment will yield a consistent ow on the medial axis, though such a consistent ow may divert the bulk of the lake out a small and relatively unimportant tributary of the lake.
These edge-orienting rules do not detect lakes that have either no incoming edges or no outgoing edges. Neither of these cases exhibit the subtree intersection property that characterizes when rule 2 fails. In fact, rule 2 completely orients the medial axis edges of these lakes in a self-consistent manner. For lakes with no outgoing edges, one consistent orientation is as good as any other: all the water remains in the lake. For lakes with no incoming edges, a consistent orientation can have the bulk of the lake area draining out of a minor tributary; these lakes must be detected by another algorithm and then checked manually.
Area Generation
The Voronoi approximationto the medial axis provides river width measurements for nding the river's surface area with the technique of Section 2.3: partition the river into sections and sample one width value for each river section. The section lengths and sampled widths represent a better area estimate for the sections than the area based on a single nominal river width. Equivalently, if the sections all have the same length then the average of the sampled widths yield an overall width estimate for the river. Two drawbacks of using river width estimates are that they can miss the area of bays and that they can overestimate the width at river junctions.
The centroid line and midpoint line approximations to the medial axis can estimate the river's surface areas in two ways. The rst way is identical to the method of the Voronoi approximation since both approximations capture the same proximity information. The second way assigns the area of each Delaunay triangle to its representative point (centroid or midpoint). Since the Delaunay triangulation decomposes the interior of the river, the representative points account for all the river's area. The river area between two points a and b is the sum of the areas assigned to the representative points between a and b along the medial axis approximation. The second way is not directly applicable for the Voronoi approximation since Voronoi vertices do not necessarily lie inside their corresponding Delaunay triangles.
Computing river area from Delaunay triangles has drawbacks of its own. First, not every Delaunay triangle has its representative point in the approximate medial axis since the approximation only keeps the triangles that join tributaries. As seen in gure 9, the areas of some inlets and bays must be allocated to a nearby representative point to preserve all of the feature's area. Second, the granularity of the area estimate depends on the relative sizes of the Delaunay triangles. The area of a triangle in a river branch may be small while the area of a triangle at a river junction may be large.
Proof of Concept
When testing geometric algorithms, the quality of the data is a critical factor in being able to extract structure from the data. This section describes the data that we used to test our algorithm and the results that we obtained.
Our data was supplied by the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans and Facet Decision Systems. It is a set of coded polygonal lines that outline terrain features. We use the hydrological features: rivers, river banks, and lake shores. The data is grouped in 1:20 000 scale map sheets with a 1 meter accuracy in the xy-plane and a 5 meter accuracy in elevation. The data adheres to the 1:20 000 TRIM data standard of British Columbia 34]: rivers and river banks are digitized in a downstream direction while lake shores are digitized in a clockwise direction. Rivers whose width is less than 20 meters are digitized as the centerline of the river. Rivers whose width exceeds 20 meters are represented by digitized lines that are tagged as left and right banks; no explicit association between opposite banks appears in the source data. The polygonal lines do not appear in any particular order, but the digitizing standard mandates one important computational characteristic: polygonal lines only meet at their numerically identical endpoints.
The polygonal lines are unordered, so we must build the topology or adjacency structure of the data before computing the medial axis of the features. Since adjacent lines share numerically identical endpoints, we place all the line endpoints into two-dimensional buckets and use the matching points within each bucket to de ne adjacent edges. The matched ends provide enough topology to trace the outline of lakes and rivers. The main digitizing errors found while creating the topology, and which required corrections, were open polygons, miscoded edges, reversed edges, and missing edges.
We extracted and directed the centerlines and computed the Figure 10 : The medial axis of the boundary does not respect islands.
areas of rivers and lakes in the mountainous interior of British Columbia where lakes have few out-owing rivers. In the 500 lakes and rivers tested, the resulting water ow was consistent with the expected ow in all of the cases. In the majority of the cases, the lakes only had one outlet and one inlet so deriving the direction of ow was simple. Other rivers or lakes, as in gure 10, have a medial axis with a more complex branching structure. A di culty, which we have not yet resolved, is the over-estimate of lake and river areas caused by islands and sandbars. Sandbars appear along river banks and narrow the e ective width of the river. Islands eliminate area from lakes. We expect that a more liberal de nition of a river bank can handle sandbars. As for islands, we can subtract their area from the rivers or lakes to which they belong. While this solution has been adequate for our analyses, it is not entirely satisfactory, since it does not give us an easy method for nding the area of a river between two points on the river banks, and the automatically generated centerlines may not respect the land formations ( gure 10). Although the medial axis can be computed (or approximated by our techniques) for polygons that have holes, the resulting diagram contains loops|it is a graph and not a tree|that would require a manual, and somewhat arbitrary, decision of how to cut the loops to form a single-line network for sheries analysis. In this application, however, lakes that were large enough to contain islands were interesting primarily for the role they played in overall connectivity; spawning occurs in smaller streams. Thus, we did not implement more general handling of islands.
